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KEY
FEATURES

Intuitive, easy to use functionality
Cloud-hosted
Unlimited users
Very low cost for 200 or less employees
Fully integrate-able web-based system
Full audit trail of historical and current reports
On-demand and customizable email notifications
Confidential correspondence with the whistleblower
Direct online access to the company's Code of
Conduct and Code of Ethics
Scalable, customizable, and database expandable
Latest web-security and the industry’s most
advanced encryption technology
Powerful real-time analysis through an interactive
reporting module
Multilingual web-interface

Fraud costs private and smaller businesses a median loss of $155,000. This is just too
much for any smaller business to handle, and it's a huge threat to the success of that business.
Employee theft and fraud of this magnitude isn't easily absorbed into smaller business financials.

KEY
BENEFITS

for the
PRIVATE SECTOR

IntegrityCounts, by WhistleBlower Security offers a simple solution to enhance and encourage
an ethical workplace. We have the system and tools to meet any smaller businesses internal
control needs, all while enhancing employee safety, welfare, wellness, and health.

Empower employees to securely and actively
influence positive change within the organization:

Monitor and manage each case:

Employee tips are the #1 way to detect and
deter fraud and other wrongdoing. Companies
with hotlines are much more likely to catch fraud
and other misconduct earlier by a tip

Know about misconduct sooner:

Put a stop to misconduct quicker:
The average company loses 5% of revenues
each year to fraud and other wrongdoing. The
longer bad behaviour goes undetected, the
more damage it will cause, causing your more
financial harm. Gain a deeper understanding
of issues that cwould otherwise be ignored with
no anonymous third-party system in place

Track and monitor activity for each report while
creating an audit trail that tracks which reports
have been substantiated, what actions were
taken, and when the report was closed


